Developmental prosopagnosia (DP) is a severe impairment in identifying faces that is present from early in life and that occurs despite no apparent brain damage and intact visual and intellectual function. Here, we investigated what aspects of face processing are impaired/ spared in developmental prosopagnosia by examining a relatively large group of individuals with DP (n D 8) using an extensive battery of well-established tasks. The tasks included measures of sensitivity to global motion and to global form, detection that a stimulus is a face, determination of its sex, holistic face processing, processing of face identity based on features, contour, and the spacing of features, and judgments of attractiveness. The DP cases showed normal sensitivity to global motion and global form and performed normally on our tests of face detection and holistic processing. On the other tasks, many DP cases were impaired but there was no systematic pattern. At least half showed deWcits in processing of facial identity based on either the outer contour or spacing of the internal features, and/or on judgments of attractiveness. Three of the eight were impaired in processing facial identify based on the shape of internal features. The results show that DP is a heterogeneous condition and that impairment in recognizing faces cannot be predicted by poor performance on any one measure of face processing.
Introduction
Adults are 'experts' in face processing: they can recognize thousands of individual faces rapidly and accurately, and they can easily decipher various cues, such as sex of face, emotional expression, and direction of gaze (see Bruce & Young, 1998 , for a review). This proWciency in face recognition is remarkable considering that all human faces share the same basic arrangement of features (two eyes above a nose, that is above a mouth), and those features are highly similar in all individuals. While most adults are experts in face recognition (Carey, 1992), there exist rare cases of individuals who are severely impaired in face recognition, a clinical condition known as prosopagnosia. Documenting the pattern of their deWcits may increase our understanding of the developmental processes underlying normal face perception.
Most studies have involved individuals who acquired prosopagnosia (AP) after damage to occipital-temporal cortex (e.g., Damasio, Damasio, & van Hoessen, 1982; Sergent & Villemure, 1989) . However, there exist individuals that
